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1. Linguistic Basis for Computations

Writers of programs for handling natural language material, whether
for mechanical translation, automatic indexing, or other purposes, have

learned (sometimes the hard way) that without grammatical analysis
their efforts at processing language data reach an early limit. Thus,
persons whose original goals may have been far afield find themselves
concerned with automatic syntactic analysis, and, as they become
further acquainted with the problem, with different grammatical
theories, since no piecemeal assemblage of grammatical rules will
suffice for treating the coherent and productive, yet complex and
detailed, mechanism of language.
The main styles of grammatical description can by now each be

associated

with

an

existing

program
153

or

program-in-the-making.
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However, not all discussion of the compiitability of language has been
related to program development; for example, papers [2, 37] treat

the application of the notion of grammatical categories—familiar from
the Polish logicians—to language word classes, paralleling what lin
guists had already been doing, i.e., defining word classes on syntactic
grounds. The notion of grammatical categories was related by Hiz to an
early form of linguistic string analysis [20] and to transformational
analysis [24].

1.1 Immediate Constituent Analysis

Several discussions and programs are based on immediate constituent
analysis (ICA), or developments therefrom [21-23, 27, 43, 44]. ICA is
similar to the method of parsing and traditional methods of syntactic
analysis, which segment a sentence into parts (e.g., noun phrase and
verb phrase) and these in turn into smaller parts, and so on. It was
formulated by Leonard Bloomfield and others \3, 17, 51], and has been
formalized under the name phrase-structure analysis by Chomsky
[9]. A formal theory of grouping as a basis for ICA is given by
Hiz 125].

The weak equivalence of several other types of grammars used by
syntactic programs (e.g., dependency grammar of Hays and projective
grammar of Lecerf [38]) to an immediate constituent grammar is shown

by Gross [13]. Despite progress in this line of program development,
there is not as yet an efficient IC analyzer which covers the bulk of
English grammar, provides a reasonably small number of analyses per
sentence and is not limited as to the length of sentences it analyzes.
This is partly due to certain inherent difficulties of constituent analysis
for computational purposes.
1.2 String Analysis

These deficiencies do not exist in linguistic string analysis [IS]. The
main relevance of string analysis for computational purposes is that it
overcomes the problem of discontinuity in a natural way and provides
a framework for introducing further linguistic refinements without
adding appreciably to the bulk or complexity of the grammar. These
features are both due to the fact that the linguistic string is the least

segment of a sentence with respect to which grammatical restrictions
can be stated. For example, a current string analysis program [4o],
using several hundred rules (in this case, strings and restrictions) would
require the addition of several hundred restrictions framed on the
existing strings, in order to refine it by the main transformational
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subclasses. If we consider a program without a string framework, the
leading program, the Harvard Predictive Analyzer [34, 35, 40] using
currently several thousand rules, is estimated by Kuno [33] to require
an order of magnitude increase in the number of grammar rules in order
to achieve a considerable refinement.

A program using an early form
the Univae I at the University
Univae program incorporated, the
mar, not all in equal detail, and

of string analysis ran successfully on
of Pennsylvania in 1959 [20], The
main constructions of English gram
obtained one preferred analysis of a

sentence. It was utilized for the syntactic part of one of the earliest
question-answering programs (Baseball) [12]. Using string analysis, it
was shown [46] that the fully nested structure of English made possible

the utilization of a push-down store technique in a left-to-right wordby-word analysis of a sentence, to produce all syntactic analysis of the
sentence in a single scan. The left-to-right procedure for string analysis,
as programmed for the 7094, obtains all analyses of a typical sentence
(of a scientific text) in about 5 seconds. These number 1-5 per sentence,

given the convention (which can be lifted) that permanent predictable
ambiguities which can be read off existing outputs are not printed.
Most often, the first analysis is the one that expresses the author's
intended meaning. Another string program [7], which uses a canceling
and cycling automaton form of string grammar f/o], is in use for analy
zing narrative medical text.

1.3 Left-to-Right Scanning and Predictive Analysis

The left-to-right approach was used in an essential way in predictive
analysis, developed by Ida Rhodes in the National Bureau of Standards
program for syntactic analysis of Russian [1,41,42]. Since 1961, a
push-down technique has been combined with predictive analysis in
the Harvard program for syntactic analysis of English (HPA). The
HPA goes beyond the limitations of 10 programs by using a set of rules

each of which specifies a structure up to the end of that structure (from
the point at which the rule applies) and places each structure in respect

to the analysis of the sentence up to the point at which the rule is used.
This enables the HPA to insert material nested inside of a structure
while keeping track of the still expected residue of the structure.
During this time, in the field of compiler writing, the single-scan
left-to-right approach to scanning an input string of a formal language,
and other syntax-oriented approaches, began appearing in the litera

ture 16', 28, 20]. Recent developments suggest that syntax-oriented
compilers may be developed to accept languages having essential
natural language mechanisms.
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1.4 Transformational Analysis

There remains the linguistic method of transformations [8, 9, 16, Iff]

which, while not easily computable, provides a much subtler analysis
and brings together on syntactic grounds semantically equivalent or
related sentences. Joshi [30-32] has designed an algorithm (machine
independent) for transformational decomposition, and is writing a
substantial portion of a transformational grammar of English in a

form suitable for the algorithm. His procedure is entirely based on some
rather basic and quite general properties of transformations and does
not depend on any prior analysis, such as immediate constituent, or

string analysis, above. Several programs in the specifically generative

style of transformations [10] have been constructed. Matthew's method
[39] was to analyze by synthesizing sentence strings from transforma

tional rules, though the program did not reach a practical working
stage. Walker and associates [49, ~>0] are constructing a transformational
program as part of an information retrieval system. As yet this pro
gram covers only certain portions of English, but it is to be hoped that
the system will be extended. There exist related studies around the

problem of the computability of generative structures and transfor
mations. Among these we might mention Yngve's treatment of discon
tinuous elements f 14, 53].

1.5 Other Methods

In the work on natural language, there are still only a few programs
which attempt to incorporate a substantial portion of the grammar of
the language. A number of existing programs (not mentioned here)

make one or another simplification of the problem. As an example of a
program which includes a large-scale computer grammar of a language
quite different from English we note the work at Berkeley on Chinese
\11], which is related to methods of Lamb [36]. Reference should also
be made to Com it. a programming language designed for syntactic
treatment of natural language [o'J]. Several survey articles have ap
peared: Simmons [48], on question-answer programs, though some idea

of the full linguistic complexity of questions may be obtained from

Bolinger [■>]: Bobrow [•/], a general survey of computer programs for
syntactic analysis of English.

The remaining two sections of this paper describe in greater detail the
left-to-right procedure for string analysis of sentences (Section 2) and
the computer program based on it which is now in operation (Section 'A).
The description

emphasizes the

means

of handling

such

essential
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features of language structure as detailed subclass restrictions, co

ordinate and comparative conjunctions, and syntactic ambiguity. The
program was developed as part of the National Science Foundation
Transformations and Discourse Analysis Project at the University of
Pennsylvania.

2. A Procedure for Left-to-Right String Decomposition of Sentences'
2.1 Word-by-Word Formulation of String Structure

The procedure described in this section is based on an axiomatic
formulation of linguistic string theory which presents, in terms of par
ticular syntactic categories for words of the language (e.g. N noun, t V
tensed verb), a set of elementary strings of word categories and rules for
combining the elementary strings to form sentences. An example of an
elementary string is N tV {Power corrupts). Recognizing the structure of
a sentence will mean decomposing the sentence into elementary strings
of the language, each elementary string being defined as a sentence, or
as entering at a stated point of another elementary string in a sentence.2
The procedure calls upon the strings and restrictions (described below)
of a particular language but is itself independent of the particular
grammatical material used. One is able to change details of the gram
mar without altering the program structure. One might even expect
that such a program would be usable for other languages by changing
the entire grammatical content, i.e., the list of strings and restrictions.

The strings are groupable into classes based on how and where they
can be inserted into other strings. If £ = A'i • • • A',, is a string, X ranging
over category symbols, the following classes of strings are defined:

lx

Left adjuncts of A": adjoined to a string £ to the left of A' in £,
or to the left of an lx adjoined to £ in this manner,

r.v
ny

Right adjuncts of A': adjoined to a string £ to the right of Ar
in $, or to the right of an r.v adjoined to f in this manner.
Replacement strings of A': adjoined to a string £ replacing
A' in t

At

Sentence adjuncts of the string £. adjoined to £ at any interelemont point or to the left of A'i or to the right of A'n, or

•Talk presented tit the Nutional Science Foundation Seminar on Documentation
Research, Washington, D.C., March «, 1!HJ2.

2\Ve use t.hi! term "elementary string in a sentence" to designate tho sequence, of
words in n sentence which correspond to an elementary string of word categories (string
of the grammar). Henceforth "string" is to mean "elementary string" unless otherwise
indicated.
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to the right of an S( which has been adjoined to f in one of
these manners.

C(

Conjunctional strings of £, conjoined to the right of Xt in

2

Center strings, not adjoined to any string.

G (I <i <n) or to the right of a c* conjoined in this manner.

There are various restrictions on the repetition and the order of
various members of the classes of adjuncts.

Roughly speaking, a center string is the skeleton of a sentence and the
adjuncts are modifiers. An example of a left adjunct of N is the adjec
tive green in the green blackboard. A right adjunct of N is the clause
whom we met in the man tchom ice met. A replacement string of N is,
for instance, what he said in the sentence What he said was interesting.
The same sentence with a noun instead of a noun-replacement string
might be The lecture was interesting. Examples of sentence adjuncts are:
in general, at this time, since he left. The C-strings, which will be described
below, have coordinating conjunctions at their head. An example is but
left in He was here but left. Examples of center strings are He understood
and also We wondered whether he understood.3
The words of the language are assigned to one or more word cate
gories on the basis of their grammatical properties in the language as a
whole; e.g., the has the one assignment T (article); move has three alter
native assignments, N (noun) \tV (tensed verb) /F (untensed verb).
Therefore, to the sequence of the words of a sentence there corresponds
a family of one or more sequences of categories, one per word. We call
each such sequence of categories a representation of the given sentence.
The theory now asserts that every sentence in the language has at least
one representation which is identical to a string in class z, or to one

upon which there have been carried out adjunctions, replacements, or
conjunctions, as provided in the above definitions.

In the terms of the string-class definitions above, we can now define
an analysis of a sentence. We will say that a sentence representation is
analyzed if we can assign every symbol in that sentence representation
to some elementary string, either a center string, or an adjunct or
replacement string inserted according to the operation of the stringclass definitions. Each analyzed sentence representation is a different
3In this formulation of string grammar, the occurrence in a sentence of a subject or
object which does not consist of a word category with its adjuncts is treated as the result
of A'-replacoment; o.g., / know that he was there from / know N (/ know something). This

treatment is problematical for the few verbs which ilo not occur with an A' object, e.g.,

wonder: 1 wonder whether he tra* there, f I wonder something. This difficulty does not

arise if the elementury strings are allowed to have strings as elements, e.g., S for sub
ject strings, fi for object strings, yielding on assertion center string Sfl'il (t =tense).
This is tho approach adopted in the machine grammar.
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must be made from a limited subset of C strings, depending on which
strings precede C in the analyzed portion of the sentence.

One way to define these C strings is as follows: if a and j3 are strings

in class x, then a C j3 is a C equivalence and the portion Cj8 is a C string.
For example, let x be the class of center strings, with a the assertion
center and j3 the question, a C/3 gives us such sentences as It is a fact and
who can deny it. Or let x = the right adjuncts of N; an example is the
delegates elected but not receiving the requisite majority of the votes.
When a =/S (that is, when the same string £ appears on both sides of the

C equivalence), shortened forms £1 O£2' and£1' C £2 may occur, where £'
is structurally identical to £ except that certain elements present in £

are absent in £'; but the first element of £1 is never absent. For example,
/ came and I went has a shortened form / came and went, and to formulate
the question and to answer the question has a shortened form to formulate
and to answer the question. The elements which are absent in £' can be
shown to be zero occurrences of the words which satisfy the corre
sponding elements of £. Shortened forms £i' C£2' can also be obtained by
the above rule: to formulate and answer the question. An operation similar
to omission can be defined in order to obtain C strings with zeroed
elements; and, if desired, the zeroed words can be filled in: / came and
(I)

went.

Alternatively, the shortened forms can be defined without reference

to the zeroed elements. The most frequent case is one in which the
zeroed elements in a C equivalence £1 C £2 form an unbroken sequence

around C from a point « in £1 to a point b (determined by a) in £2. This
includes sequences with zeroing only in £1 or only in £2 or with no zeroing
at all. The C strings in this case can be defined as follows: Let £ =

A'i • • • Xn. If a conjunction C appears following Xi in an occurrence of

£ in a sentence (1 <l <n), then the string headed by C which can inter
rupt £ at this point is any one of the following:

CX,;

CAV1X1;

CXi-tXi-iXr,

■ • ■ ;

CXi • • • X,

For example, let £ = to V Q. (to repeat the question). In a sentence which
begins To repeat the question and answer ■■■,1 = 3, and corresponding
to C Xi we have to V Q. C Q, in which question and answer are both seen
as X. Another analysis (corresponding toC AVi Xi) of the word sequence

is to Vi Oi C Vi il • in which answer is taken as a verb, with £22 = 0- For
the same £, an example of C Xt where / = 2 would be to VC V O. (to

formulate and answer the question).

There are also cases in which the zeroed elements are final or interior
portions of £2. The C strings in these cases always appear after the
complete £1 and can be characterized in respect to the structure of £1.
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The main Cstrings of this type are listed here for fx =S/ FQ, in
which E = subject, V = untensed verb, / = a tense suffix or auxiliary
(including forms of have, be, do), and Q = object.

1.1 VQ
2t VQ

lFQ

CS
C £ t
OS Q.

He laughed and she also.
He laughed but she didn't.
He chose a rose and she a poppy.

C

He should have gone but didn't.

C

t

25

also but hasn't, but couldn't.

He left ami fast.
(D = a subset of verb and sentence
adjuncts)

2.3 Restrictions

A string is a sequence of word categories, but not every combination
of words drawn from the respective categories makes a satisfactory
string occurrence in a sentence. Sometimes only words having related
grammatical properties are acceptable in the same string, or in adjoined
strings. We define subcategories to express these grammatical proper
ties. Then particular strings will carry restrictions as to the subcate
gories of words which can occur together as elements in the same string
or of related strings. For example, the fact that a plural noun cannot
occur as the subject of a singular verb constitutes a restriction on the
N tV N center string. Restrictions could be entirely eliminated if we
were willing to increase the number of categories and strings by a very
large amount. For example, instead of the restriction on subject-verb
agreement as to number, we could list every string to which this res
triction applies, writing the string once in its singular and once in its
plural form. However, in so doing we would not only double the number

of these strings and increase the number of categories but we would
mask the relationship between the strings of each pair.

The machinery for applying restrictions in a recognition program is
based on the observation that restrictions operate within a particular
scope: (1) either within some string f, or (2) between some element of a
string f and the head of <p where <p is an adjunct of f or a replacement
string inserted into f, or (3) between the heads of two <p adjoined to the
same f and related to each other in one of a few specified ways. Thus in
the recognition procedure it becomes a relatively simple matter to

locate the arguments of a restriction. One moves from a particular
symbol to one of the members of its adjunct classes (or vice versa) or to
one of the other elements of the given string, or among related adjuncts
of the given string.
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2.4 Syntactic Ambiguity

Syntactic ambiguities stem from several sources: from multiply
classified words, like increase which can be a noun or a verb, and also
from the possibility of the same symbol sequence resulting from dif
ferent applications of the string-class definitions. For example, in the
sentence People wearing hats is unusual, the segment people wearing hats
can be assigned to only one string, a noun-replacement string agreeing
with the singular verb is. In the sentence People wearing hats are un

usual the same segment is assigned to different strings, as a plural noun
(people) with a right adjunct (ivearing hats) where the plural noun agrees
with the plural verb are. The sentence People wearing hats can be
unusual is ambiguous. Since the verb can be does not distinguish num
ber, both above assignments of the segment people ivearing hats are
grammatical. [One might think that people wearing hats can also be
taken as a compound noun, like feather bearing hats. This requires
accepting hats ivear people as grammatical.]

We distinguish temporary ambiguities which arise in the course of
computation but are resolved when the entire sentence is analyzed,
from permanent ambiguities, i.e., more than one syntactic analysis of
the sentence. In the course of analyzing the sentence People icearing
hats is unusual, a temporary ambiguity exists after the first three

words have been analyzed (in two ways). This ambiguity is resolved
when the word is comes on the scene. When one proceeds from left to

right, some of the temporary ambiguities are resolved in situ, because

the context built up on the left leaves no room for particular choices of
■word categories or syntactic structures at a given point in the analysis.
Further assistance in resolving ambiguities is provided by restrictions.

Certain nouns, for example, must be preceded by an article or possessive
when they are singular in subject position; e.g., we may have Book
ends are needed; The booh ends happily, but not Book ends happily.
Hence the application of the restriction on these nouns, say, after the
first word of the sentence Book ends are needed eliminates one analysis
immediately (the one which would take book as subject and ends&s verb).
3. The String Program

This section describes the common features of two computer pro

grams which employ the procedure of Section 2 [45]. The first, written
in 1PL V, has been in operation since the fall of 1964, and the second,
written in FAP for the 7094, since December 1965.5
»Thc IPL V program was written by James Morris nml the FAP program by Carol
ft*.
Raze.
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3.1 General Description

The analysis routine of the program is a fairly general languageindependent processor which when supplied a grammar (coherent sot of
definitions) and an input string (sentence) to parse, proceeds from the
beginning to the end of the sentence trying to analyze the sentence as a
case of some chain of substitutions contained in the definitions. At
each decision point, it takes the first available option, backing up to
try successive options either because the chosen path

fails or in
order to obtain alternative analyses after the first successful analysis.
The record of the analysis is kept (internally) in the form of a tree. The
steps in building the analysis tree in the FA I3 program are shown in
Fig. l.«

The grammar is entered into the machine as a set of definitions of
"grammar strings." A grammar string »S' is defined to be 81 or S2 or • • • or
Sn; Si is defined to be Sn and -S'(2 and ■ ■ • and Stm;S{i is a string similar
to S. The S^s are called the options of S, and the SfJ '$ the elements of
S(. A chain of substitutions terminates when the S() 's are atomic, i.e.,
word-category symbols. [An elementary linguistic string in the sense
of Section 2 thus corresponds to an option of a grammar string as
defined here.] The machine representation of a grammar string is shown
in Fig. 2. What mainly distinguishes the definitions from other formal
language specifications are:

(1) The content of the definitions: Each definition represents a
linguistic string or set of strings, so that there is a one-to-one corre

spondence between the linguists' string grammar and the set of defini
tions accepted by the program.
(2) The restrictions: Associated with each definition is a restriction
list which contains tests corresponding to the linguistic restrictions
associated with the given string or set of strings. The restrictions (tests)
arc written in a special language of basic routines. Despite the fact that
restrictions can be looked upon theoretically as abbreviations for fami
lies of unrestricted strings, it would be cumbersome (though not
impossible) [47] to write a string grammar of a natural language without

them, especially if some degree of refinement is desired.
'Figures 1 and 2 are taken from Carol Ka7.e, The FAP String Analysis Program, in

[45]. Tho troo structure in the FAP program differs from the illustrated trees of Fig. 3-5
(which use tho IPL V form) in that a node NS in the FAP tree contains 2 pointers which

point, respectively, to the left sibling, or it NS is loft-most, to the parent node, and to tho
right sibling if there is one. The nodo NS (representing the grammar string*') also has a
grammar pointer to the string S in the grammar.
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The List of S

Head of S
(1st word)

a

b

2nd word

P

P

» + l)-st
word

cdefghijkm

S (Name of string)

n

Address of restriction on S,

Address of S,

n

Address of restriction on Sn

Address of Sn

The List of S,

1st word

a

n

2nd word

P

n

m-th word

P

n

Address of Sfl

Address of S{J

Address of Sim

Fig. 2. Machine representation of a string A'. A* is defined tobeSior^ or ' ' 'Sn.
St is defined to be Sn and Si2 and • • ■ Sim, S,t is a string similar to S. The alpha
betical symbols represent fields. Letters c through hi are fields consisting of ono
bit reserved for string properties and are found only in the head of a string. Tf a
certain property is present the bit in the appropriate field will be set to one(l).
The first two fields of a word in any list («, b and p, ») are necessary for the pro
gram. The fields represent:

a

Always 0—signals the beginning of

g

Save

h

Kree/.e

6

a list
Always 1—signal for a head

»'

Recursive

c

Atomic property

j

Min-word

string has only a head)

k

Special process

Empty atomic (null of adjunct sets)
Special empty atomic (null of omis

hi

Repetitive property
Always 0—signal for a nonhead
Always 1—signal for the middle of

d
e

sion and zeroing)
/

Transparent

(if present, the

n
p

a list

(3) Special process definitions: Various words in the language (e.g.,
coordinate and comparative conjunctions, comma, parentheses) are

marked "special," where special means that a word carries its own
grammar definition as part of its dictionary entry. When a special word
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becomes the current sentence word the dictionary-carried definition is
inserted into the current string in a prescribed position. Thus certain
structures (headed by special words) need not be predicted by the other

wise deterministic procedure; they are allowed to interrupt anywhere
and carry their own definitions. These definitions may call on strings in
the grammar, or alternatively the strings can be composed at run-time
using an Rl-specify restriction (described below). The definition for
and, for example, carries an 111 restriction which retrieves a portion of
the analysis tree constructed prior to the appearance of and, and
constructs a set of strings in isomorphic correspondence to the retrieved
structure, i.e., carries out what was called structural repetition in the
preceding description of conjunctions.

3.2 Restrictions

In the program, a restriction is a test which must be executed suc
cessfully before a particular sequence of sentence words can be accepted

as an instance of the grammatical entity (definition) which carries the
restriction. Thus all restrictions are basically wellformedness tests.
In practice, however, it is possible to perform some of these tests before

any attempt is made to determine whether the definition in question can
be satisfied starting with the current sentence word. In addition, there
fore, to the wellformedness tests proper (112 in the set of restriction
types below) which are performed after a definition y is associated with
particular words in the sentence, there are specialized restriction types
(Rl, R3-R7) which are executed before q> is attempted:
Rl (specify)

Replaces the given definition of <p with one
obtained by executing the R1 test.

R2 (wellformedness)

Checks that the instance of </> just constuc-

R3 (disqualify)

Disallows a particular value (option) of <p

ted meets detailed wellformedness tests.

which it will be impossible to satisfy with the
words in the given sentence, or in the analy
sis thusfar constructed.
R4 (omission)

Accepts the null

element

of omission

as

value of <p in an omitting wh string, or the
null clement of zeroing in a conjunctional
string which allows zeroing.

R5 (SP scope)

Tests whether a special node <p (correspond
ing to a special process definition) may be
tried on the next higher level of the analysis
tree.
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Tests whether a special node <p may be
inserted at the present point in the current
string.

R7 (category check)

Disqualifies <p if the current sentence word
is not in a word category which can begin q>.

All restrictions are composed from a basic vocabulary of restriction

routines. These are mainly divided into logical tests and routines for
moving about the analysis tree (location routines). An important feature
of the location routines is "transparency," a device which was intro
duced to compensate for certain discrepancies between the linguistic
string grammar and its machine representation. For example, in the
interests of computational simplicity, appearances of X in string defini

tions are replaced by X, where X = lx X rx, and lx and rx are allowed
to take on the value zero. As a result of this convention, the analysis
tree contains nodes which arc not mentioned in the linguistic descrip

tion of the same structures and interfere with a simple statement of
restrictions as relations among elements of the same string or of hostadjunct pairs. To overcome this obstacle, various routines which search
the analysis tree "see" only the essential linguistic nodes; other nodes
are passed through in the course of the search as though they were
transparent. [The nodes which are to be considered transparent are
specified by the user.]

To illustrate, suppose the simple grammar of Section 1 were to be

entered into the machine as the following definitions:

Z! (center) = Ni tV N2

[subscript indicates position in
string]

Ar = lx X rx
lx = ltv = nv = lp = rp = 0

[for X = N,tV, P]
[i.e., all adjunct sets except rx are
empty]

rN = PN string or 0

[i.e., riV has as value a PN string
or zero]

PN string = F N

Transparent nodes:

X, rx. lx

[for X = N, tV, P]

The analysis tree corresponding to the string analysis of the sentence

Cars without brakes cause accidents would be as shown in Fig. 3. In the
course of checking cars against cause for agreement in number, the
restriction routines will pass through the transparent nodes iV and N\.
Transparency is also used in preparing the output because the tree
representation somewhat obscures the fact that a sentence has been
decomposed into elementary strings. The string character of the analy
sis is restored in the output display by causing the print routine to
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z, (center)

If,

WITHOUT

N,

BRAKES

Fig. 3

ignore transparent nodes. Each nontransparent nonatomic node (i.e.,
each linguistic string) is assigned a numbered line of output on which is
written the values of nontransparent nodes which appear under it in the
tree: For an atom, the value is a sentence word; for a linguistic string,
the value is the number of the output line on which the string is written.
The output corresponding to the analysis tree above would be:
(1) 21 (center) =cars 2.

cause accidents

(2) PN string = without brakes

The fact that the number 2. falls to the right of cars indicates that the
PN string on line (2) is a right adjunct of cars.

3.3 Special Processes

When a word marked "special" (i.e., carrying an M attribute)
becomes current, the program inserts an clement Mj (= the value of
the M attribute for the given word) into the current string £ at a point
just following the most recently satisfied element Xi. Mj is the name of a
grammar definition {M\ for and, M2 for or, etc.) and unless the inser

tion of Mj is disqualified by an R6 test in Mj, the various options of Mj
are tried just as though Mj had been the {I + l)th element of £. If all the
options of Mj fail, the program erases Mj and tries Xi+i in the normal
manner. It also removes the "special" tag from the current word since

Xui might be satisfied by this word in one of its nonspecial category
assignments (e.g., but as adverb rather than conjunction in They found

but one); in this case the program continues from this point as usual.
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However, if the program finds itself at the end of the current string
without having used up the special word, it restores the "special" tag to
the word and ascends one level in the tree (unless blocked by an R5
test). It then repeats the whole process at the new level, beginning with
the insertion of an Mj node at the current point in the string at that
level. If all efforts (special and nonspecial) fail, the program backs up to
the previous sentence word, as it would normally on failure.
This scheme is especially apt for conjunctions. For example, suppose
the sentence in Fig. 3 were interrupted by a conjunctional string after
the word brakes. Figure 4 shows two alternative ways in which the string
and headlights could be attached to the analysis tree. The program would
first conjoin and headlights to the deeper string (without brakes); it
would later obtain the second analysis in which and headlights is con
joined to a string (cars cause accidents) higher in the tree.

WITHOUT

HEADUGHTS

Fio. 4

3.3.1

Coordinate Conjunctions: and, or, but

The Mj definitions for coordinate conjunctions all contain an option
CQ\, where the content of Q\ is specified by an 111 restriction as fol
lows: Given that Mj has been inserted following A'j in $, the options of
Q\ are:

A'j;

A'i-iA'j;

A';-2A';_iA'i;

• • •;

A'i ■ • • A'/_iA'j.
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That is, the restriction carries out the "structural repetition" of Sec

tion 1. In Fig. 4, the first option Arj of Q\ is used in both conjoinings
shown.

While a gross string analysis of conjunctional sequences need riot
take account of the existence of zeroed elements, the identifying and
supplying of zeroed elements in (or just before) conjunctional strings
facilitates applying to a conjunctional string C^% the restrictions housed
in the string £i, which apply as well to £2. For example, in the sentence
She likes toys and animals too, the analysis which would have animals

liking toys too (similar in form to She likes toys and he too) is ruled out
by the restriction as to subject-verb agreement in number applied to the
complete £2: jj She likes toys and animals likes toys too.
An analogous situation exists in the wh strings to which the operation
of omission has been applied. Here, too, it is often useful to redirect a
restriction from a null element (here the omitted element of an adjunct
wh string) to the appropriate element of the host string. For example, in
sentence 5 of the sample text, the program checks tvas (line 7) against
porosity (line 2) for agreement in number.
3.3.2 Scope-Marked Conjunctions: Either—or, neither—nor, both—and

In terms of the operation of structural repetition by which conjunc
tional strings are obtained, the words either (as part of either-or),
neither (as part of neither-nor) and both (as part of both-and) can be seen
to mark the point in the host string beyond which elements cannot be
"repeated" in the conjunctional string, e.g., 3 John wrote a paper and

Mary corrected it, 3 John both wrote and corrected a paper, p John both
wrote and Mary corrected a paper. That is, a pair C • • • C (e.g., either ■ ■ •
or) marks off a structure X (a string or string segment) which also
appears following C in the sentence: C X C X. Since X is the expected
structure when C occurs, it is possible to define a special process, ini

tiated by C", which inserts the string C" X C at the interrupt point;
when the C X C string is satisfied, the program reverts to its normal
operation and finds an X as it expected before the interruption. The
tree in Fig. 5 illustrates the result of this process. Here C {or) is a nonspecial element, because it is not an independent string head, but part
of C XC.
3.3.3 Comma

The comma is troublesome because in some of its uses it is a required
string element (e.g., in conjunctional sequences of the form X, X and X)
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,.*, (center)

Fio. .r>

while in other uses it is punctuational and as such not entirely subject
to grammatical description. In order to proceed, we assume that if a
given comma does not analyze as a conjunction (Ql option with various
restrictions), then it is all right to accept the comma as punctuation.

The words following the comma must then be analyzed by the ordinary
grammar. In addition, particular strings which either should or should
not be set off by punctuation commas carry their own restrictions to
this effect, e.g., The children asleep, they •■•

3.3.4 Comparative Conjunctions: -er—than, as —as

The comparative forms in English are particularly rich structurally
and one way to handle them is to see their resemblance to strings and
processes already defined. Accordingly, the special process definition
which is initiated by than (when preceded by more, less or X-er; X —
adjective, a few adverbs) or by as (when preceded by adverbial as)
contains several options:
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(1) Conjunctional. Compare, for example,
apples and oranges
more apples than oranges
People will buy the book
More people will buy the book
and read it.

than read it.
People will more (often) buy a
book than read it.
but J People, buy more books
than read them.

With a few restrictions which depend on the placing of the comparative
marker in the host string, the large body of comparative strings can be
obtained using the same set of strings (Q\) as are generated in the
conjunctional special process.

(2) wh like. There exists in the grammar a wh string with omission
which adjoins a whole sentence, e.g., The crowd dispersed quietly, which
they had not expected. When the ultimate verb in this string is such
as can occur with that S as its object (S = sentence), there is a similar
comparative string:

The crowd dispersed quietly,
which they had not expected.

The crowd dispersed more quietly
than they had expected.

The wh string which adjoins an N also has a comparative analog:
The boxes which we asked for
have arrived.

More boxes than we asked for
have arrived.

Than and as can therefore be placed in the same class as which (as
heading the same strings) and handled by the ordinary grammar, with
the restriction that than and as each be preceded in the sentence by the
appropriate comparative marker, and with certain restrictions on the
strings headed by than and as vs. ivhich. There is also a shortened form
of the passive strings of this type (headed only by the comparative
string heads); e.g., More people than expected were there, The crowd
dispersed more quietly than expected, etc.

(3) N is A strings. As a right adjunct of N, a comparative marked
adjective behaves (in string terms) as though it were preceded not by N
alone but by N is A [A = adjective), from which the various Q\ strings
can be obtained:

Someone smarter than I could solve the problem.
Someone smarter than I am could solve the problem.
Someone smarter than I am patient could solve the problem.
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(4) Inverted assertion: S I VQCt E. This option covers the compar

ative strings in which the subject is permuted with W, have, be, or do.
For example, (from a text):

Mammals have generally been conceded to possess a much
wider "plasticity" and "adaptability" of coordination
than do amphibians.

(a) Special zeroing, for small adverb subclasses: more beautiful than
ever, more people than ever.

3.4 Treatment of Syntactic Ambiguity

3.4.1 Saving Reusable Portions of the Analysis

Even an ambiguous sentence is ambiguous only in certain respects.
It is likely, then, that two {or more) syntactic analyses of a given
sentence will be identical in their analysis over some portion or por
tions of the sentence. It would be wasteful to recompute such por
tions for each analysis. Also, in the course of obtaining an analysis,
numerous false paths are tried; i.e., the first m words of an n-word
sentence may be subject to an analysis which is later found not to
fit in an analysis of the entire w-word sequence. In this case, too, it
would be wasteful to recompute common portions of the various
paths. The string analysis programs therefore are equipped with a
device called "saving" by which computed instances of certain strings
(substructures of the analysis tree) are copied before being dismantled.
These substructures are then available for reuse as "plug-in" units in
other analyses or paths.

A structure which contains no restriction that examines the context
outside that structure is called autonomous, and can be saved and used
in any context which calls for such a structure—subject, of course, to
any further restrictions imposed by the new context. The grammar
writer can minimize computer time by making as many strings as
possible autonomous; but it should be noted that this aim conflicts with
the desire to house restrictions as low in the tree structure as possible,
so that non-wellformed sequences will be discarded soon after their

construction. To make it possible to save a particular instance <p of a
nonautonomous structure, when this is justified, the program keeps
track of the paths followed in executing restrictions during the con
struction of <p; and (in the IPL program) <p is saved only if no restriction
path extended beyond tp (to a node not in the substructure of q>).
Making use of this possibility, many restrictions are in the form of an
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implication in which the if-clause checks for some feature which
separates the autonomous from the nonautonomous cases. The FAP
program also saves that portion of a nonautonomous <p which was
constructed before a restriction path extended beyond tp.1
3,4.2 Permanent Predictable Ambiguities

By far the largest number of alternative analyses are of the type in
which the breakdown of the sentence into elementary strings in the
various analyses is the same but the string assignment is different. The
most frequent situations are these:
(1) Alternative analyses due to nesting vs. repeatability: The
operation of adjoining, say, a right-adjunct of iV to a particular N is
repeatable (a man from Philadelphia whom I met). In many cases, such
as in a sequence of P N'e, in rs: N\ P N2 P iV3 • • • , the second adjunct
can adjoin either Ni (repeatability) or iV2 (nesting): the house of my
friend in Philadelphia • • • .
(2) Same string in different adjunct sets which enter at the same
point: Again to use the example of a P N string, the P N string is a
member of the sets ry, rv, and s.a. (sentence adjuncts). There are cer
tain points in a sentence at which two or all three of these sets can enter;
e.g., all three can enter after the object, when the object is N:

tn'rV:

He opened the box with the blue cover.
He opened the box with interest.

s.a.:

He opened the box with lime to spare.

In some cases, we can resolve the ambiguity by bringing a restriction to
bear; e.g., for P N in rv, of is not an acceptable value of P.
Until we can establish subclasses that will give us better discrimina
tion, we have permanent predictable ambiguities in these situations,
on which it seemed unrewarding to spend computer time. Where there
are alternative analyses due to repeatability vs. nesting, the program
chooses the analysis due to nesting. Where strings in r,\, rv, and s.a.
overlap, the program assigns the common string to the first adjunct set

having permission to enter in the given situation.8
'This technique of partial saving is described more fully in Carol Raze, "User's
Manual for the. FAP String Program," in preparation.

"It should bo emphasized that not printing the permanent predictable ambiguities is
not a solution to the problem of obtaining the intended (preferred) analysis; this lies in

more refined subclasses and other constraints which may be drawn from the textual
context. Nevertheless, at this stage of research, there is a considerable practical gain in
being able to suppress ambiguities selectively.
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The min-word test, which accomplishes this assignment, is based on a
simple observation: If in the course of back-tracking through an n-

word sentence in order to obtain an alternative analysis, the program

has reached back as far as the with word (m < n) and no further (i.e., it
has destroyed the given analysis for words m through »), then in start
ing forward from this point any attempt to construct an adjunct string
an beginning with word in will only result in an ambiguity if any pre

vious analysis contains at as an adjunct string beginning with word m.
The program keeps a record of the current value of "the min-word" (m
in the above observation). There also exists a "suppress list" containing
the names of the strings «i, a2, • • • , etc., which we do not wish to have
the program shift from one adjunct slot to another in order to obtain
different analyses. After each analysis, the program scans the entire
analysis tree comparing the name of each node with the names of the

strings on the suppress list and in case of equality attaches the attribute
pair Nt, Nj to the first word subsumed under the node in question;
Nt = <xt, the name of the string at that node, Nj = the first node above

Nt, which in the machine representation of the grammar is the name of

the adjunct set from which a( was taken in this analysis (if a< is occurring
as an adjunct). The following R3-restriction on each *t prevents the
program from taking aj as an adjunct somewhere else in the tree: Not all
the tests (a), (b), and (c) are true: (a) There has already been at least one
successful analysis; (b) the current word is the min-word; (c) Nt, Nj
appear as an attribute pair of the current word.
3.4.3 Freezing Grouped Segments

While the min-word test deals with the external relations of the
strings obtained in a decomposition of a sentence, the freeze test con

cerns their internal structure. If it can be established that the words of
an already computed structure <p have no other possible segmentation
in the given sentence, then in undoing an analysis it is justified for the
program to treat <p as though it were a single word or a "frozen" block
of words. The freeze test is executed when the program is about to
dismantle a computed structure <p in the course of back-tracking. If the
test succeeds, the program skips back over all the words subsumed by <p
and continues its back-tracking from there; i.e., it detaches the node
<p (with all its substructures) from the analysis tree as a unit.
As an example, consider the distinguished segment lN N (iV with its

left adjuncts). If the sentence word satisfying N (the "core value" of
Jjv N) is the type of noun which requires a preceding article or posses

sive, then except under statable conditions the sequence of words which
stretches from a preceding article or possessive up to and including the
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noun in question cannot be differently segmented.9 Thus in the sen
tence

A 10-40 per cent ivjr sucrose density gradient was

prepared according to the method of B. and L

the word sequence a 10-40 per cent tojr sucrose density gradient, as an
instance of lN N, can be "frozen." The freeze test is only applied after
one analysis of the sentence has already been obtained.

3.5 Output

As illustrated in Section 2.2, in an analysis of a sentence each com
ponent linguistic string is assigned a numbered line of output on which
are printed the words of the string in the sentence. If an element in a
string <Si is itself a string S2, then the number of the output line of £2
appears in the element position of £2 in Si. Sentence adjunct strings are

preceded by an asterisk, *, to distinguish them from all other adjuncts,
which are positionally indicated: If a right (left) adjunct string S2

04 Ferrous Extraction and Refining
M04--24522.

THE EFFECT OF CALCIUM CARBONATE ON THE

REDUCIBILITY OF IRON-OXIDE AGGLOMERATES. P.K. Strang
way and H. U. Rosa. Can Met Quart, v 4, no 1, Jan-Mar. 1965,
p 97-111.
Briquettes, consisting of pure ferric oxide and ferric oxide

with 1, 2, 5 and 10% calcium carbonate, were sintered at 1200 C.
They were then reduced by hydrogen in a loss-in-weight furnace

at temperatures ranging from 600 to 1000 C.

It was found that

calcium carbonate increased*>e reducibillty in all instances.

At

low reduction temperatures, the effect was more pronounced as
the calcium carbonate content increased. This, in turn, cor
responded to a greater initial porosity which was developed
during sintering. At higher reduction temperatures, however,
this effect was more pronounced for briquettes with small cal
cium carbonate additions.

In this instance,

the porosity which

was developed during reduction became more Important than

that which was developed during sintering.

22 ref.

(AA)

Via. 6
"The statable exceptions mentioned above involve reanalyzing the A" as a left adjunct
of .V, e.g., as part of a compound noun or compound adjective.
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adjoins an element E of Si, the number of the output line of <S» is
printed to the right (left) of E in S\.

Figures 7-14 contain the computer outputs for the sentences of the
metallurgy abstract shown in Fig. 6. The second parse of Sentence 4

(Fig. 11),
question,
tvas more
content. A

if it exists at all for this choice of words for the strings in
would have to be construed as something like: The effect

pronounced as (measured by) the increased calcium carbonate
more detailed form of output, giving the grammatical names

of every string element, is shown in Fig. 11.
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SENTENCE
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3.6 Discussion

3.6./ Natural Form for Discontinuous Entities

The method of immediate constituent analysis is powerful up to a

certain point because to a very large extent the modifiers of a word will
be found next to it in the sentence. However, it has two drawbacks:
One, there are cases of modifiers which are at a distance from the word
they modify, e.g., adverbs at a distance from their verb, as in Softly
she tiptoed otti of Hie room; or a relative clause at a distance from its
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noun, as in An explanation is here offered which is adequate for all the cases
above. Two, more seriously, there are a great many grammatical de
pendences between words which are in different constituents, as in
number agreement between the subject noun and its verb, or the re
quirement for an anticipatory it subject in sentences like // is surprising
that he was there where that he icas there requires that the subject be it.
The problem of dependence at a distance as in the above examples is
also of interest for computational work because no limit can be
specified for the distance between the words or clauses which partici
pate in the dependence: e.g., It might perhaps begin to seem to • • • to
become surprising toJohn and Mary and Jim and • • • and Jack that she teas
there. This problem exists when the sentence is taken as constructed
from words or constituents. However, there is one segmentation of

sentences in which the problem of dependences at a distance does not

arise. This is the segmentation of each sentence into a center string and
adjunct strings. Every grammatical dependence in a sentence occurs
between parts of a string or between an adjunct and the string to which
it is adjoined.10 For example, the number agreement is between the
subject and verb of a string, e.g., between explanation and is in the
center string An explanation is here offered in the sentence An explana

tion is here offered ivhich is adequate for the cases above; and which is
adequate for all the cases above may indeed be at a distance from explana
tion, which it modifies, but is adjoined to the string An explanation is
here offered, of which explanation is a part. This string analysis can be
carried out in a regular way on all sentences of a language, and because
it is a form of grammatical analysis in which no dependences are at a
distance, it is particularly convenient for syntactic computation.
3.6.2 Computational Economy of Strings

By recognizing a word (as member of a word class) in the sentence as
being a word in a string in that sentence, word-by-word string analysis

can use rules for string succession in sentences, instead of rules for

word class or constituent succession in sentences. The number of gram

matical strings which is adequate for describing the great bulk of the
sentences of English is about 125, grouped into about 15 classes, and the
only combination rules in string analysis are those that state which

class of strings enters strings of some class of strings at some point of
the (latter) string. Hence the number of rules for string expectation is
i°A special case is a relation between a pair of adjuncts adjoined to the same string.
An extreme case of this is the zeroing after don't in People who smoke distrust people who
don't whore who smoke and who dont is a system of two adjuncts adjoined to People
distrust people.
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quite small (about 150 rules, i.e., strings and string-class definitions,
plus about 150 restrictions in the present computer grammar).
By using strings we also get a framework for expressing restrictions,
which can be formulated in respect to a string. The value, to a grammar
or analyzer, of having a system in respect to which restrictions can

be stated lies in the following: Natural language notoriously has a vast

amount of detail and many at least apparent exceptions to every rule.
This has not precluded the formulation of precise and detailed grammars
of languages. The reason is that the variety of structures in a language
are grouped into sets of structures which have a family resemblance
plus various specific differences for various subsets of words. With
regard to the exceptions, the great bulk of them can be shown to be
extensions of a rule to some words beyond the range for which the rule
had been defined. For this reason it is most efficient to recognize genera

of structures and specific differences (for specific words or word sub
classes) within each genus. Using a grammar whose elements are strings
grouped into classes makes it possible to state general rules about
whole classes of strings, restrictions upon these rules to account for
differences in particular strings, and finally, if we wish, further restric
tions to account for stylistic and near-idiomatic forms involving very
small classes of words. Using string analysis, considerable refinement is
thus possible without an undue increase in the number of rules.
3.6.3 Relation to Transformations

Transformational analysis decomposes each given sentence into one
or more elementary (kernel) sentences and unary or binary transforma
tional operations upon these. The elementary sentences are assertions,
and the given sentence can be looked upon as being transformationally
composed from these elementary assertions. The strings into which a
given sentence is decomposed by string theory can to a large extent be

identified with the elementary sentences of that sentence under trans
formational theory.
In most cases the relation is direct; e.g., in most cases, the center

string is the main kernel sentence of the given sentence, and very
many adjuncts can be filled out to the corresponding kernel sentence
merely by adding to the adjunct a distinguished word from the string
to which the adjunct has been adjoined; which word this is can be
recognized directly from the form of the string. For example, in An
explanation • • • which is adequate ■ ■ • the string which is adequate can
be filled out to a connective wh plus An explanation is adequate (these

being the transformation and the kernel sentence under transforma
tional analysis).
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In other cases the relation between string and transformational
decompositions is more complicated. However, here too, the more
detailed relations discovered by transformational analysis apply
within string-related segments of the sentence. Some of these relations
can be incorporated as refinements of the string grammar, but others
remain beyond the reach of a practicable string program. However, this
does not mean that the string output for the sentences containing these
transformational relations is incorrect, but that it misses connections
of the given sentence to other sentences of the language.
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